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PREFACE

This report is prepared under guidance contained in the Recommended
Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams, for Phase I Investigations.
Copies of these guidelines may be obtained from the Department of the
Army, Office of Chief of Engineers, Washington, D.C. 20314.

The purpose of a Phase I investigation is to identify expeditiously
those dams which may pose hazards to human life or property. The
assessment of the general condition of the dam is based upon visualI
observations and review of available data. Detailed investigations and
analyses involving topographic mapping, subsurface investigations,
material testing, and detailed computational evaluations are beyond the
scope of a Phase I investigation; however, the inspection is intended to
identify any need for such studies which should be performed by the
owner.

* In reviewing this report, it should be realized that the reported con-
dition of the dam is based on observations of field conditions at the
time of inspection along with data available to the inspection team. In
cases where the reservoir was lowered or drained prior to inspection,
such action, while improving the stability of the dam, removes the
normal load on the structure and may obscure certain conditions which
might otherwise be detectable if inspected under the normal operating
environment of the structure.

it is important to note that the condition of the dam depends on numer-
ous and constantly changing internal and external factors which are
evolutionary in nature. It would be incorrect to assume that the
present condition of the dam will continue to represent the condition of
the dam at some point in the future. Only through frequent inspections
can unsafe conditions be detected and only through continued care and
maintenance can these conditions be prevented or corrected.

Phase I inspections are not intended to provide detailed hydrologic and
hydraulic analyses. In accordance with the established Guidelines, the
spillway design flood is based on the estimated "Probable Maximum
Flood" for the region (greatest reasonably possible storm runoff), or
fractions thereof. The spillway design flood provides a measure of
relative spillway capacity and serves as an aid in determining the need
for more detailed hydrologic and hydraulic studies, considering the
size of the dam, its general condition and the downstream damage poten-
tial.

The assessment of the conditions and recommendations was made by the
consulting engineer in accordance with generally and currently accepted
engineering principles and practices.
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w PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT
RATIONAL DAM INSPECTION PROGRAM

BRIEF ASSESSMENT OF GENERAL CONDITION
AND RECOMMENDED ACTION

Name of Dam: Columbia LNG
NDI ID NO. mD-116

Size:
Main Damn: Intermediate (830 acre-feet, 74 feet high)
Secondary Dam: Small (27 acre feet, 34 feet high)

Hazard Classification:
Main Dam: High
Secondary Dam: Significant

Owner: Columbia LNG Corporation
20 Montchanin Road
Wilmington, Delaware 19807

State Located: Maryland
County Located: Calvert
Stream: Wilbur Creek
Date of Inspections: July 2, 1980 and August 5, 1980

* Based on the visual inspection, avail-able records, past opera-
tional performance, and in accordance with the guideline criteria estab-
lished for these studies, Columbia LNG is judged to be in fair condition.

The facility inspected at Columbia LNG is a complex consisting of a
main dam and a secondary dam. The dams were completed in 1974 to retain
spoil generated during the dredging of a trench for a tunnel to be
constructed to an offshore docking facility in the Chesapeake Bay. The
tunnel provides access to the docking facility and contains two
pipelines used to convey liquified natural gas from the docking facility
to storage tanks onlshore. Dredged spoil was directed into the main
impoundment where it was retained while larger sediments settled out of
suspension. Partially clarified water was directed through a drop inlet
spillway into the secondary impoundment right of the right abutment of
the main dam. In the secondary impoundment, additional retention time
was provided for fine sediments to settle out of suspension.
Sufficiently clarified water was directed from the secondary impoundment
back to the Chesapeake Bay through a drop inlet spillway and pipeline
through the embankment.

Dredging for the tunnel was completed in 1974, and currently the
only inflow into thie main impoundment is surface runoff from the drainage
area and precipitation directly on the lake. Inflow into the secondary
impoundment is overflow from the main impoundment, precipitation
directly on the lake, and a minor amount of surface runoff.



'q, Columbia LNG
NDI ID NO. MD-116

The water level behind the main dam varies, but during normal flow
the pool level is controlled by the principal spillway weir notch crest
at elevation +76.2. The principal spillway is located just upstream of
the right abutment of the dam. The water level in the secondary
impoundment is normally maintained at +49.2, weir notch crest elevation
of the drop inlet spillway which is located near the center of the
upstream embankment.

A minor amount of erosion was noted along the waterline of the
upstream slope of the main embankment. No slope protection is provided on
the upstream slope of either the main or secondary dams. An erosion
gully was noted along the left abutment-of the main dam, approximately
half way up the slope. Two seepage areas were noted near the toe of the
main dam. One area is located left of the collection box and did not
have a measureable flow. The second area is approximately 120' right of
the collection box and had an estimated flow of 2 gpm. Two seepage areas
were noted downstream of the toe of the secondary dam and left of the
downstream channel. The seepage nearest the toe flowed at an estimated
rate of 10 gpm and could represent leakage from the buried collection box
located in the general vicinity. The other seepage area starts approx-
imately 100 feet downstream of the outlet conduit and extends approxi-
mately 100 feet along the downstream channel. All seepages noted were
relatively clear and did not appear to be transporting fines.

'~According to the hydrologic and hydraulic analyses, both the main
and secondary dams will pass 100 percent of the Probable Maximum Flood
without overtopping, and therefore the spillway of each damn is
considered adequate.,

The following remedial measures are recommended to be accomplished
by the Owner:

1. Repair the erosion noted just above the water line along the
upstream slope of the main dam.

2. Retain a Professional Engineer experienced in dam design and
construction to investigate the sources of the seepage areas
noted near the downstream toe of the main embankment and the
seepage areas located downstream of the toe of the secondary
dam. The seepages should be monitored and, if necessary,
should be controlled in accordance with the recommendations
of the Professional Engineer.

3. Develop a formal warning system to alert any personnel down-
stream of the dam in the event of emergencies.

iv~
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PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT
NATIONAL DAM INSPECTION PROGRAM

COLUMBIA LNG
NDI ID NO. MD-116

SECTION 1
PROJECT INFORMATION

11 General.

a. Authority. The Dam Inspection Act, Public Law 92-367,
authorized the Secretary of the Army, through the Corps of
Engineers, to initiate a program of inspection of dams
throughout the United States.

b. Purpose. The purpose of the dam inspection program is to
determine if the damn constitutes a hazard to human life or
property.

1.2 Description of Project.

a. Dams and Appurtenances. The main and secondary dams of the
Columbia LNG spoil embankments. are earth fill dams
constructed with compacted random fill. Each dam has a
chimney drain and a slurry trench cutoff wall. The main dam
is 744 feet high at its maximum section and is approximately
670 feet long. The main dam was constructed across Wilbur
Creek. The secondary dam is 34 feet high at its maximum
section and is approximately 230 feet long.

Inf low into the main impoundment is either from surface
runoff from the drainage area or from precipitation falling
directly on the lake. -, A distinct channel for Wilbur Creek
upstream of the main dam could not be identified. Inflow into
the secondary- impoundment is overflow from the main
impoundment, precipitation falling directly on the lake, and
a minor amount of surface runoff.

The flood discharge facility for the main dam consists of the
principal spillway which is a drop inlet; The drop inlet
conveys overflow to the secondary impoundment through a 42
inch asbestos bonded corrugated steel pipe. The principal
spillway is located just upstream of the right abutment of
the main dam.- 1The flood discharge facility for the secondary
dam also consists of a drop inlet spillway. The drop inlet of
the secondary dam conveys water through the dam embankment in
a 48 inch asbestos bonded corrugated metal pipe. The'
overflow is discharged into a channel containing riprap which
serves as energy dissapators. Water flows from this channel
into a fresh water marsh.



The normal pool elevations of both impoundments correspond to
the crest elevations of the respective drop inlets.

b. Location. The spoil embankment complex is located approxi-

mately 0.5 mile inland from the Chesapeake Bay and approxi-

mately 1.2 miles northwest of the Cove Point Lighthouse in
Calvert County, Maryland. The Columbia LNG facility is shown
on the U.S.G.S. Quadrangle, Cove Point Maryland, at latitude
N 380 23' 24", and longitude W 670 24' 6". A location map is
included as Plate E-1.

C. Size Classification. Main dam - Intermediate (830 acre-feet,
74 feet high); Secondary dam - Small (27 acre-feet, 34 feet
high).

d. Hazard Classification. High Hazard. There is a guardhouse,
tunnel portal, and ventilation building for the 6400+ foot
long tunnel, and liquified natural gas pipelines downstream
of the main dam which could sustain damage in a flood
resulting from a dam failure. Failure of the secondary dam also
has a potential to damage the LNG pipelines, but a
significant hazard classification is warrented.

e. Ownership. Columbia LNG Corporation, 20 Montchanin Road,
Wilmington, Delaware 19807

f. Purpose of Dams. To contain spoil generated during dredging
of a trench for a liquified natural gas tunnel constructed to

an offshore docking facility.

g. Design and Construction History. Construction of the dams
was completed in 1974. The dams and appurtenant structures
were designed by Woodward - Moorhouse & Associates, Inc. of

New York. The dams were constructed by C.J. Langenfelder &
Son, Inc. of Baltimore, Maryland. According to the typical
section of both embankments shown on the contract drawings,
both dams are constructed of compacted random fill. Each dam

has a chimney drain and slurry trench cutoff wall.

In 1976, revisions were made to the drop inlet boxes of both

the main dam and secondary dam spillways. These revisions
were designed by Woodward-Moorhouse & Associates, Inc. of New

York, and constructed by C. J. Langenfelder & Son, Inc. of
Baltimore, Maryland.

h. Normal Operating Procedure. As they presently exist, the
lakes retained by both dams are normally maintained at or
just below the crest elevation of the drop inlet spillway.

-2 _______



1.3 Pertinent Data.

a. Drainage Area.

Main Dam 0.19 square miles
Secondary Dam 0.02 square miles

b. Discharge at Dam Site.

Main Dam 170 cfs outflow at
elevation 87.5

Secondary Dam 178 cfs outflow at
elevation 54.8

c. Elevation (Feet Above m.s.l.).

(1) Main Dam

Top of Dam 87.5 (design)
87.5(1ow point on crest)

Normal Pool 76.2(Spillway notch
crest)

Upstream Invert Outlet Works 72.5

Downstream Invert Outlet Works 51.0
Downstream Toe 14+
Maximum Tailwater Will normally be below

the outlet invert

(2) Secondary Dam

Top of Dam 55.0 (design)
54.8(low point on crest)

Normal Pool 49.2(Spillway notch
crest)

Upstream Invert Outlet Works 40.4

Downstream Invert Outlet Works 20

Downstream Toe 21+

Maximum Tailwater Wifl be below the outlet
invert

d. Reservoir Length.

Normal Pool Level - Main Dam 680'

Normal Pool Level - Secondary Dam 250'

e. Storage (Acre-Feet).

(1) Main Dam

Normal Pool Level 514

Top of Dam 830

-3-
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(2) Secondary Dam

Normal Pool Level 15
Top of Dam 27

f. Reservoir Surface (Acres).

(1) Main Dam

Normal Pool 23.3
Top of Pool 30.2

(2) Secondary Dam

Normal Pool 1.6
Top of Dam 2.3

g. Dam.

(1) Main Dam

Type Earthfill
Length 670+'
Height 74+ maximum
Top Width 36T

Volume of Fill 280,000+ cu. yds.
Side Slopes Upstream IV:2.5H

Downstream IV:3H
Zoning None
Impervious Core None
Cutoff Slurry trench cutoff wall

chimney drain in
embankment

Grout Curtain None

(2) Secondary Dam

Type Earthfill
Length 230+'
Height 34+T maximum
Top Width 307
Volume of Fill 39,500+ cu. yds.
Side Slopes Upstream 1V:2.5H

Downstream
Top of slope, IV:3H
Bottom of slope, 1V:7H

Zoning None
Impervious Core None
Cutoff Slurry trench cutoff wall

chimney drain in
embankment

Grout Curtain None

-4-



h. Outlet Works.

(1) Main Dam

Type Free flow conduit
Pipe Size and Material 42 inch asbestos bonded

corrugated steel pipe
Entrance Invert 72.5
Exit Invert 51.0
Type of Energy Dissipator Stone riprap

(2) Secondary Dam

Type Free flow conduit
Pipe Size and Material 48 inch asbestos bonded

corrugated steel pipe

Entrance Invert 40.4
Exit Invert 20.0
Type of Energy Dissipator Stone Riprap

i. Principal Spillway.

(1) Main Dam

Type Drop Inlet

Crest of Elevation of 76.2
Spillway Notch

Length of Spillway Notch 6 feet
Crest Elevation of Spillway 76.7
Length of Spillway 24 feet (including notch)

(2) Secondary Dam

Type Drop Inlet

Crest of Elevation of 49.2
Spillway Notch

Length of Spillway Notch 10 feet
Crest Elevation of Spillway 49.7
Length of Spillway 25 feet (including notch)

-5-



SECTION 2

DESIGN DATA

2.1 Design

a. Data Available. The available information was provided by
the State of Maryland, Water Resources Administration. The

information includes contract drawings dated May 15, 1973,
and the design report entitled, Erosion and Sediment Control
Measures at LNG Receiving 'Terminal Site, Cove Point,
Maryland, revised May 30, 1973. As-built drawings of
revisions made to the main and secondary spillways dated 1976
were available at the Columbia LNC plant.

(1) Hydrology and Hydraulics. Hydrologic and hydraulic cal-
culations for the dams are included in the design report.

(2) Embankment. Design calculations and results of the sub-

surface investigations are summarized in the design
report.

(3) Appurtenant Structures. The structural details of the
appurtenant structures are shown on the contract drawings
dated 1973. The revisions made to the drop inlet boxes of
both the main and secondary dams are shown on the 1976 as-
built drawings available at the Columbia LNG plant.

b. Design Features.

(1) Embankment. The main dam was constructed across Wilbur
Creek and the secondary dam was constructed across a
small valley right of the main dam. An extensive sub-
surface investigation was conducted under the supervision
of Woodward-Moorhouse & Associates, Inc., to evaluate the
foundation conditions of the dam and to locate borrow
sources.

The typical sections for both dams shown on the contract
drawings indicate that the dams are constructed of
compacted random fill. Constructed along the center of
each dam is a chimney drain, and constructed along the
.upstream side of each chimney drain is a slurry trench
cutoff wall. Drainage from the chimney drains is
collected in abutment filters in the embankment and
directed into a collection box located just beyond the
toe of the embankment of each dam. The collection box for
the main dam was accessible, but the collection box for
the secondary dam was buried. Drainage is directed from
the toe collection boxes to a third collection box
through 8 inch diameter steel pipes. From this
collection box, the drainage is discharged into the



fresh water marsh. A 3 foot deep main spillway filter was
constructed adjacent to the right abutment of the main
dam to intercept any water that may seep around the right
abutment of the dam. Typical sections of the dams are
shown on copies of the contract drawings included in
Appendix E.

Piezometers were installed on the crest and on the down-
stream slope of both dams to monitor the water level in
the embankment both during and after the dredging opera-
tion. Seventeen piezometers were installed in the main
dam and three piezometers were installed in the secondary
dam. Personnel at the Columbia LNG facility continually
check and record the water levels in the piezometers.

(2) Appurtenant Structures. The appurtenant structures of
each dam consist of a principal spillway which includes a
drop inlet and the outlet works. The drop inlet of the
main dam conveys overflow into the secondary impoundment
through a 42 inch corrugated steel pipe. The drop inlet
of the secondary dam conveys overflow through the embank-
ment in a 48 inch corrugated steel pipe. The contract
drawings indicate that the 48 inch pipe has three anti-
seepage collars.

c. Design Data.

(1) Hydrology and Hydraulics. Design data are included in
the design report.

(2) Embankment. Design data are included in the design
report and on the contract drawings.

2.2 Construction. Construction of the dams was completed in 1974.
Revisions were made to the drop inlet boxes of both dam spillways
in 1976. As-built drawings are available at the Columbia LNG
plant.

2.3 Operation. The only records maintained by the owner are water
levels regularly recorded in the piezometers on both the main and
secondary dams.

2.4 Other Investigatons. An engineer from the Wilmington office of
the Columbia LNG Corporation conducts an inspection of both dams
and appurtenant structures annually.

2.5 Evaluation.

a. AvailabiLity. The design report and the contract drawings
are available, and the as-built drawings of revisions made to
the main and secondary dam spillways was available at the
Columbia LNG Plant.

b. Adequacy. The available data is considered sufficient to

evaluate the design and construction of the dams.

-7-



SECTION 3

VISUAL INSPECTION

3.1 Findings.

a. General. The on site inspection of each Columbia LNG spoil
embankent consisted of:

(1) Visual inspection of the embankment, abutments, and
embankment toe.

(2) Visual examination of the appurtenant structures.

(3) Evaluation of the downstream area hazard potential.

The specific observations are shown on Plate A-I.

b. Embankment. The general inspection of each embankment
consisted of searching for indications of structural dis-
tress, such as cracks, subsidence, bulging, wet areas, seeps
and boils, and observing general maintenance conditions,
vegeiative cover, erosion, and other surficial features.

(1) Main Dam. Minor erosion was noted on the upstream slope
along the waterline. There is no slope protection on the
upstream slope. An erosion gully was noted along the
left abutment approximately half way up the slope. A
small seepage of immeasurable flow area was noted near
the downstream toe left of the collection box. The
source of the seepage is not evident. Another seepage
area was noted near the toe of the dam approximately 120

feet right of the collection box. The estimated flow
rate of the seepage was 2 gptn.

The crest of the dam was surveyed and the variance in
elevation was 18 inches between the high and low points.
Also, the low point on the crest corresponds to the
design crest elevation of the main dam, +87.5. Freeboard
at the time of inspection was approximately 13.5 feet.
The dam crest profile is included on Plate A-2.

(2) Secondary Dam. Two seepage areas were noted downstream
of the toe and left of the drainage channel. The seepage
area nearest the toe has an estimated flow rate of 10 gpm,
is located near a buried collection box, and could be
associated with leakage from the box. The second seep is
located approximatley 100' downstream of toe and extends
along the drainage channel for 100'. The water flowing
from both seepage areas was clear.

-8- 4



The crest of the dam was surveyed and the variance in
elevation was 12 inches between the high and low points.
Also, the low point on the crest is 2.5 inches below the
design crest elevation of the secondary dam which is +55.
Freeboard at the time of inspection was approximately 8
feet. The dam crest profile is included on Plate A-3.

c. Appurtenant Strucuture8. The appurtenant structures were
found to be in satisfactory condition. The collection box
located at the toe of the secondary dam should be uncovered
and checked for possible leakage.

d. Reservoir Area. In general, the reservoirs of both dams are
surrounded by heavily grassed or wooded areas.

e. Downstream Channel. The structures downstream from the main
dam include a guar-dhouse, the tunnel portal and ventilation
building for the underwater tunnel to the docking facility,
and two above ground liquified natural gas pipelines. If the
main dam failed, the resulting flood could damage these
facilities. The downstream channel of the secondary dam
empties into a fresh water marsh. If the secondary dam
failed, the resulting flood could damage the facilities noted
directly downstream of the main dam. However, based on our
visual observations, damages sustained from a failure of the
secondary dam would be significantly less than damages
sustained by a failure of the main dam. Consequently, a high
hazard classification is warranted for the main dam and a
significant hazard classification is warranted for the
secondary dam.

3.2 Evaluation. The visual examination and observations of the
Columbia LNG spoil embankments indicate that both dams are in fair
condition and the appurtenant structures are in good condition.
It is recommended that the minor erosion on the upstream slope of
the main dam be repaired. A Professional Engineer experienced in
dam design and construction should be retained to investigate the
sources of the seepage noted along or beyond the toes of the main
dam and the secondary dam and to recommend measures for
controlling the seepages if they are related to the dams.



SECTION 4
OPERATIONAL FEATURES

4.1 Procedure. There are no formal operating procedures for either
dam. The pool level of each reservoir is normally maintained at or
just below the weir crest elevation of the drop inlet spillways.

4.2 Maintenance of the Dams. Maintenance of the dams is considered to
be fair. The downstream slopes of both dams and the upstream slope
of the secondary dam are moved regularly. Each dam is subjected to
a thorough in house inspection annually.

4.3 Maintenance of Operating Facilities. The maintenance of the
operating facilities is considered to be satisfactory.

4.4 Warning System No formal warning system exists for alerting
personnel downstream of the dams in the case of any emergency.

4.5 Evaluation. The overall maintenance condition of the dams and the
appurtenant structures is considered to be satisfactory.

-10-



SECTION 5
HYDRAULICS AND HYDROLOGY

5.1 Evaluation of Features.

a. Design Data. The revised May 30, 1973 report, Erosion and
Sediment Control Measures at LNG Receiving Terminal Site,
Cove Point Maryland, indicates that the design of the main
impoundment spillway was based upon an inflow design flood of
212 cubic feet per second (cfs) resulting from a 100-year, 6-
hour storm of 6.5 inches over the impoundment drainage area
of 0.19 square miles. The report indicates that the
secondary impoundment, which receives most of its inflow from
the spillway outletting from the main impoundment, has a
spillway capacity sized for an inflow design flow of 230 cfs.
The drainage area tributary directly to the secondary
impoundment is 0.02 square miles and the combined secondary
impoundment drainage area including that of the main
impoundment totals 0.21 square miles.

b. Experience Data. No records of maximum pool levels are
available.

c. Visual Observations. Several observations made during the
visual inspection of the Columbia LNG impoundments are
particularly relevant to the hydraulic and hydrological
evaluations.

(1) Embankments. The survey 'of the existing dam crest
profiles performed during the visual inspection indicates
that the main impoundment crest lies at or slightly above
its design elevation with the low point equalling its
design crest elevation of 87.5 feet above mean sea level.
While the crest level of the secondary impoundment is
generally higher than its design elevation of 55 feet
above m.s.l., the field survey indicates the crest low
point to be 0.2 below the dam crest design elevation.
Crest profiles established from these inspections were
employed in subsequent hydraulic analyses.

(2) Appurtenant Structures. The drop inlet spillways
observed during the visual inspection for the main and
secondary impoundments have not been constructed in con-
formance with the spillways shown on the May, 1973
contract drawings for the dam itself. It was learned
during the visual inspection that the overflow weir
structures were constructed in 1976, or two years
following completion of the dam embankments. Rating
curves which reflect these as-built conditions have been
derived for the drop-inlet spillways and outlet works and

are employed in subsequent hydraulic analyses.



At the time of the visual inspection it was observed that
pool levels behind both the main and secondary embank-
ments were several feet below the level of the impound-
ment spillways. It was observed that spillway and outlet
works for both of these impoundments were free of debris
and were dry.

(3) Downstream Conditions.. While there are no dwellings
downstream from the Columbia LNG spoils impoundment com-
plex, the portal structure for the tunnel which connects
the liquified natural gas plant with the offshore docking
and unloading facilities lies directly in the path of the
main dam at a distance of only 500 feet from its
downstream toe, and therefore is susceptible to serious
damage in the event of a failure of the main dam
embankment. The potential for loss of human lives exists
at this location since security personnel regularly
patrol the tunnel entrance. In addition the liquified
natural gas transmission mains which exit from the tunnel
portal and travel overland to the LNG storage facilities
would also be vulnerable to serious damage should a

failure of the main impoundment occur. Failure of the
secondary dam may result in some damage to the above
mentioned facilities causing an interruption of their use
but, because these facilities are not in direct line with
the secondary embankment, the potential *for serious
damage of these facilities is significantly less than the
damage potential resulting from failure of the primary
impoundment. In keeping with the potential hazard
classification criteria established by the Office of the
Chief of Engineers (OCE), these downstream conditions
suggest that a "high" classification be assigned to the
main dam of the Columbia LNG impoundment complex and a
"'significant" classification be assigned to the secondary
dam.

d. Overtopping potential. According to the criteria promulgated
by the Office of the Chief of Engineers, the recommended
Spillway Design Flood (SDF) for a dam classified as "inter-
mediate" with a "high" hazard potential, such as the main
dam, is 100 percent of the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) and
the recommended SDF for a dam classified as "small" with a
"ssignificant" hazard potential, such as the secondary dam,
ranges between a 100-year flood and 50 percent of the PMF.
The Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMi') index as adjusted
for the LNG impoundment complex drainage area is 20.0 inches
in 24 hours.

(1) Main Impoundment. Employing criteria established by the
Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District, 100 percent and
50 percent PMF inflow hydrographs developed using the
HEC-1 computer program have peaks of 316 cfs and 158 cfs,

-12-



respectively for the main impoundment. It is important
to note that the peak flow for 50 percent of the PMF
derived is significantly less than the 212 cfs design
inflow previously determined in the design report for a
100-year storm. This disparity is understandable since
it is recognized that the Snyder method of synthetic unit
hydrograph determination employed in the HEC-1 model may
produce hydrograph peaks somewhat less than those derived
using other methods when applied to relatively small
drainage areas where the time of concentration is
relatively short. However, in accordance with guidance
provided by the Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District,
no adjustment have been made to the PMF's determined for
the Columbia LNG impoundment complex to account for this
disparity.

PHF inflow hydrographs were routed through the Columbia
LNG main impoundment for percentages ranging from 20
percent of the PMF to 100 percent PMF with each routing
starting at the normal pool elevation of 76.2 feet above
m.s.l. For the 50% PMF routing, the impoundment water
level reached an elevation of 78.0 feet above mean sea
level or 9.5 feet below the low point in the dam crest.
For the 100% PMF routing, the reservoir water level
reached an elevation of 80.8 feet above mean sea level
remaining below the low point in the dam crest at an
elevation of 87.5 feet above mean sea level. See Appendix
D for a tabulation of the flood routing results.

(2) Secondary Impoundment. Outflow hydrographs from the main
impoundment, developed from the above mentioned flood
routings, were combined with inflow hydrographs developed
for the drainage area tributary only to the secondary
impoundment to derive combined inflow hydrographs for the
secondary impoundment. The resultant combined inflow
hydrographs have peaks of 137 cfs for a 100 percent PMF
and 68 cfs for a 50 percent PMF.

PM? inflow hydrographs were routed through the Columbia
LNG secondary impoundment for percentages ranging from 20
to 100 percent of the PMF with each routing starting at
the normal pool elevation of 49.2 feet above m.s.l. For
the 50 percent PMF routing, the impoundment water level
reached an elevation of 50.3 feet above m.s.l. or 4.5
feet below the low point in the dam crest. For the 100
percent PMF routing the impoundment water level reached
an elevation of 51.8 feet above m.s.l. remaining 3 feet
below the low point in the secondary dam crest at an
elevation of 54.8 feet above mean sea level. Results for
intermediate routings are found in Appendix D.
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e. Spillway Adequacy.

(1) Main Impoundment. The main impoundment of the Columbia
LNG impoundment complex will pass 100 percent of the PMF
without overtopping, and therefore its spillway is rated
adequate.

(2) Secondary Impoundment. The secondary impoundment of the
LNG impoundment complex will pass 100 percent of the PMF
without overtopping. Since this flood is greater than
the Spillway Design Flood required for the secondary dam,
the spillway capacity for this impoundment is rated
adequate.

-14-



SECTION 6

STRUCTURAL STABILITY

6.1 Evaluation of Structural Stability.

a. Visual Observations.

(1) Embankment..

(a) Main Dam. Of the deficiences of the main dam noted
in SECTION 3, the more severe are the two seepage
areas noted near the toe on either side of the
collection box. At this time, these deficiencies
are not considered serious relative to the stability
of the dam.

(b) Secondary Dam. The only deficiencies were the two
seepage areas noted downstream of the toe. The
seepages are considered extensive enough to possibly
affect the stability of the dam if they are related
to the dam.

We reconunend that the sources of the seepages at the
main and secondary dams be investigated by a
professional engineer experienced in the design and
construction of dams, and that measures be taken to
control the seepage if they are related to the dam.

(2) Appurtenant Structures. The structural conditions of the
appurtenant structures of both dams are considered to be
satisfactory.

b. Design and Construction Data.

(1) Embankment. Based on the available design calculations
and the con .tract drawings, there are no conditions which
adversely affect the stability of either dam.

(2) Appurtenant Structures. The contract drawings for the
dams dated 1973 were obtained from the State of Maryland
Water Resources Administration and the as-built drawings
of revisions made to the main and secondary dam spillways
'dated 1976 are available at the Columbia LNG Plant.

C. Operating Records. The structural stability of the dams is
not considered to be affected adversely by the operational
features of the dams.

d. Seismic Stability. The dams are located in Seismic Zone 1.
Based on our visual observations, the static stability of
both dams appears to be adequate. Consequently, neither
structure should present hazards from earthquakes.

-15-



SECTION 7

ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS/REMEDIAL MEASURES

7.1 Dam Assessment.

a. Assessment. The Columbia LNG main reservoir is an
intermediate, high hazard impoundment and the secondary
reservoir is a small, significant hazard impoundment.
Failure of the main dam embankment could cause serious damage
to the liquid natural gas tunnel, portal facilities and
pipelines located immediately downstream. Failure of the
secondary dam embankment could also damage these facilities,
but to a lesser degree. The visual observations indicate
that both the main dam and the secondary dam are in fair
condition. However, the sources of the seepage areas noted
near or downstream of both dams should be investigated by a
Professional Engineer experienced in the design and construc-
tion of dams. The investigating engineer should recommend
measures of controlling the seepages if they are related to
either dam, and the owner should implement the recommended
measures.

Hydrologic and hydraulic analyses indicate that both the main
and secondary impoundments will pass 100 percent of the PMF
without overtopping, and therefore the spillway capacity for
each of these dams is rated adequate.

b. Adequacy of Information. Available information, in conjunc-
tion with the visual observations, is considered to be
sufficient to make the recommendations that are given below.

rC. Urgency. Although there is no urgency in instituting the
remedial measures recommended below, the measures should be
accomplished in a timely manner.

d. Necessity for Additional Data. We recommend that the Owner
retain a qualified Professional Engineer to conduct an
investigation to determine the source of the seepage noted at
or below the toes of the main and secondary dams and to
recommnend a means of controlling the seeps if they are.
related to the dams.

7.2 Recoimmendations/Remedial Measures.

It is recomended that the following remedial measures be
implemented by the Owner:

So ~ he erosion noted J,~ above the water line along the
slope of tbo



b. Retain a Professional Engineer experienced in dam design and
construction to investigate the sources of the seepage areas
noted near the downstream toe of the main embankment and the
seepage areas located downstream of the toe of the secondary
dam. The seepages should be monitored and, if necessary,
should be controlled in accordance with the recommendations
of the Professional Engineer.

c. Develop a formal warning system to alert any personnel down-
stream of the dam in the event of emergencies.

-17-



APPENDIX A

VISUAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
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ENGINEERING DATA CHECKLIST
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APPENDIX C

PHOTOGRAPHS
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HYDRLOGY AN) YDRAULICS



BASE DATA FOR DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE

MAXIMUM FLOOD, UNIT HYDROGRAPH AND
INFLOW HYDROGRAPHS

Name of Dam: Columbia LNG Main Dam, NDI-ID MD-l16

Unit Hydrograph Parameters

Watershed Drainage Area 0.194 sq. miles

Main Channel Length, L 0.66 miles

Main Channel to Centroid Legsh, Lca 0.30 miles

Lag Time tp - Ct (L x Lca) 2.5 hours

Basin Zone Location from Unit Hydrograph

Coefficient Map 37

Basiy Coefficients
Cp 0.35

Ct 4.07

Inflow Hydrograph Parameters
1

Base Flow at Start of Storm 1.5 c.f.s./sq. mile

Initial Rainfall Loss I inch

Uniform Rainfall Loss 0.05 inches/hour

Ratio of Peak Discharge Used to Compute

Base Flow which Deviates from Hydrograph

Falling Limb 0.05

Ratio of Recession Flow occuring 10

Tabulation Intervals Later 2.0

Rainfall Data
2

Probable Maximum Precipitation Index

for 24 hours and 200 square miles 25 inches (Zone 6)

Percentage Adjustments of PMP for

Drainage Area
6 hour storm 112%

12 hour storm 123%

24 hour storm 132%

lasin Coefficients and Hydrograph Data established by Corps of

2 Engineers Baltimore District.
Rydrometeorological Report 33, Corps of Engineers, 1956
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BASE DATA FOR DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE
MAXIMUM FLOOD, UNIT HYDROGRAPH AND

INFLOW HYDROGRAPHS

Name of Dam: Columbia LNG Secondary Dam, NDI-ID MD-116

Unit Hydrograph Parameters

Watershed Drainage Area 0.0184 sq. miles

Main Channel Length, L 0.12 miles
Main Channel to Centroid Le8 gth, Lca 0.07 miles
Lag Time tp = Ct (L x Lca) 0.946 hours
Basin Zone Location from Unit Hydrograph

Coefficient Map 37
Basiy Coefficients

Cp1  0.35

Ct 4.07

Inflow Hydrograph Parameters'

Base Flow at Start of Storm 1.5 c.f.s./sq. mile

Initial Rainfall Loss 1 inch
Uniform Rainfall Loss 0.05 inches/hour
Ratio of Peak Discharge Used to Compute

Base Flow which Deviates from Hydrograph
Falling Limb 0.05

Ratio of Recession Flow occuring 10
Tabulation Intervals Later 2.0

Rainfall Data
2

Probable Maximum Precipitation Index
for 24 hours and 200 square miles 25 inches

Percentage Adjustments of PMP for
Drainage Area

6 hour storm 112%
12 hour storm 123%
24 hour storm 132%

Blasin Coefficients and Hydrograph Data established by Corps of

2 Engineers Baltimore District.
Hydrometeorological Report 33, Corps of Engineers, 1956
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Tabulation of

Reservoir Area and Storage Vs. Elevation

Name of Dam: Columbia LNG Main Dam, NDI-ID MD-116

Pool Surface
1  Reservoir2

Elevation Area Storage

feet above acres acre-feet

m.s.l.

25 (Reservoir Bottom) 0 0

30 1.4 3.5

50 9.5 112

70 18.5 392

87.5 (Top of Dam) 30.2 830

90 31.8 896

Name of Dam: Columbia LNG Secondary Dam, NDI-ID MD-116

1 .2
Pool Surface Reservoir

Elevation Area Storag,.

feet above acres acre-fret

m.s.l.

28 (Reservoir Bottom) 0 0

30 0.07 0.07

40 0.7 4.0

50 1.7 16.1

54.8 (Top of Dam) 2.3 27.3

60 3.0 39.4

70 4.7 77.9

Area Plainimetered from 80-scale photogrammetric mapping shown

May 15, 1973 contract drawings by Woodward-Moorhouse & Associates, Inc.

2 Computed by Rummel, Klepper & Kahl. Refer to "Reservoir Storage

Computations" on Page D-4.
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RESERVOIR STORAGE COMPUTATIONS

Name of Dam: Columbia LNG , NDI-ID MD-116

MAIN DAM

ELEV. PLAINMETERED AREA AVG. INCREMENTAL ACCUMULATED
AREA AREA VOLUME VOLUME

FEET SQUARE INCHES ACRES ACRES ACRE-FEET ACRE-FEET

25 0 0 0
0.69 3.45

30 9.3 1.37 3.5
5.43 108.6

50 64.6 9.49 112
14.02 280.4

70 126.0 18.54 392
25.19 503.8

90 216.6 31.84 896

SECONDARY DAM

ELEV. PLAINMETERED AREA AVG. INCREMENTAL ACCUMULATED
AREA AREA VOLUME VOLUME

FEET SQUARE INCHES ACRES ACRES ACRE-FEET ACRE-FEET

28 0 0 0
0.0335 0.067

30 0.45 0.067 0.07
0.389 3.89

40 4.80 0.71 4.0
1.21 12.1

50 11.55 1.70 16.1
2.33 23.3

60 20.15 2.96 39.4
3.85 38.5

70 .32.24 4.74 77.9

Area plainmetered from 80-scale photogrammetric mapping shown on May

15, 1973 contract drawings by Woodward-Moorehouse and Associates, Inc.
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SPILLWAY/OUTLET RATING CURVE TABULATION-

Name of Dam: Columbia LNG Main Dam,. NDI-ID mD-116

6-Foot 24-Foot
Pool Weir Notch Weir Outlet
Elevation Capacity Capacity capacity
feet above c.f.s. c.f.s. c.f.s.

76.2 0
76.7 13.8 0
77.0 17.7 16 76.8
78.0 125 89.7
79.0 290 101
80.0 491 ill1
84.0 1600 145
88.*0 3070 172
90.0 3917 184

Calculation Basics

6-Foot Weir Notch Capacity (Modified sharp crested weir with vertical
upstream face)

Q = CLH1.
5

Q = 3.25 x 6 x H1.5

Q = 25.2 H 1 .5, whre H = Pool Elevation 76.2

24-Foot Weir Capacity (Modified sharp crested weir with vertical

upstream face)

Q -CLH
1.5

Q -3.35 x24 xH
1 .5

Q - 80.4 111.5  where H - Pool Elevation =76.7*

Outlet Capacity of 42-inch Pipe (Orifice Control)

Q aCa \1 2g14

Q0.6 x 9.62 '[64.4 H

Q - 46.3 H'5,where H ftPool Elevation a74.3

Computed by Rummel, Klepper & Kahl
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SPILLWAY/OUTLET RATING CURVE TABULATION1

Name of Dam: Columbia LNG Secondary Dam, NDI-ID MD-116

10-Foot 25-Foot
Pool Weir Notch Weir Outlet
Elevation Capacity Capacity Capacity
feet above c.f.s. c.f.s. c.f.s.

49.2 0
40.7 12.9 0
50.0 26.1 50 120.8
51.0 104 135.1
52.0 139 150.0
53.0 165 160.0
54.0 189 171.0
55.0 210 181.2
56.0 229 191.0

Calculation Basics

10-Foot Weir Notch Capacity (Modified sharp crested weir with inclined

Q . CLH 
1 .5  

upstream face)

Q = 3.65 x 10 ft x H
1 .5

Q - 36.5 H 1 .5 , where H = Pool Elevation minus 49.2

25-Foot Weir Capacity (Modified sharp crested weir with inclined

upstream face)

Q = CLH
1 .5

Q - 3.65 x 25 ft x H
1 .5

Q = 91.25 H1.5, where H - Pool Elevation minus 49.7

Outlet Capacity of 48-inch Pipe (Orifice Control)

Q n Ca -F2g

Q - 0.6 x 12.56ftX64.4 W5

Q = 60.4 H0 5 , where H " Pool Elevation minus 46.0

1 Computed by Rummel, Klepper & Kahl
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COLUMBIA LNG

APPENDIX F

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The Columbia LNG Main and Secondary Dams are situtated on the
sediments of the Pleistocene Columbia Group, specifically the Wicomico
Formation, which include sand, clay, and gravel. The average thickness
of the Wicomico Formation is 20 feet, and the average total thickness of
the Columbia Group is 70 feet. The sediments of the Columbia Group lie
unconformably on the sediments of the Miocene Chespaeake Group. The
Columbia LNG Plant is located in the Coastal Plain Physiographic
Province.
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